U.S.A. Customs clearance documents
The attached set of documents consists of three different forms. First of all, separate the three forms, and
then carefully fill them in, paying attention to the notes given below. If you do not fully complete these
forms, your goods will not clear Customs, and you may be charged for storage at destination.

Power of Attorney
This form empowers the destination agent to act for you as Customs broker, and to make statements and Customs entries on your
behalf. (See also note at bottom of section on completing Customs form 3299).
•

Please complete the sections marked (X).

•

Leave blank the spaces for naming the Customs broker, Customs district and duration of the validity of the form. These details
will be entered by the destination agent.

•

Don’t forget to sign, date, and have the form witnessed.

Customs form 3299
This form is your declaration requesting free entry of your personal effects. The form may seem complicated to begin with, but if
you take your time and follow these instructions, you will find it fairly simple to complete. The form is divided into seven sections,
numbered Part I through to Part VII.
•

Part I - Complete boxes 1 to 7. It is important that you fill boxes 3 (date you arrived/will arrive); 5 (airport or place where you
arrived/will arrive); and 6 (airline and flight number) correctly. The information you put in these boxes refers to your own
arrival, not the arrival of your goods. Box 8 sections A to F refers to the arrival of your goods. As you will not have the
necessary information to complete this part, you may leave Box 8 sections A to F blank for the destination agent to complete.

•

Part II - Fill in Box 9, putting an ‘X’ in the check-box against ‘is’ if you are moving temporarily to the US, or in the check-box
against ‘was’ if you are moving permanently. Fill in the boxes marked A (name of country); B (length of time); and C
(Residency status on arrival) with the relevant information. In Box 10, note that residents of the U.S. should complete parts A
and B; non-residents should complete parts A and C. Put an ‘X’ in each applicable check-box.

•

Part III - This part applies only to ‘US Personnel and Evacuees.’ Complete it only if you are a member of the US Military or a
US Government employee, moving on US Government orders. Otherwise, leave this part blank.

•

Part IV - Section A applies to all importers. If you have any of the items listed by check-boxes 1 to 6, please put an ‘X’ in the
appropriate box. US residents then go on to enter an ‘X’ against each applicable check-box in sections B and C. Importers who
are non-residents must complete section B, but not section C. Turn the page now to section D where you list any items that you
indicated to be in your shipment in sections A, B, or C. It is not necessary to list here any items which you have owned and used
for over a year, as long as these items are detailed on your packing list (for owner-packed shipments) or on your inventory (for
household removals).

•

Part V - The destination agent will complete the ‘Name of carrier’ and ‘Signature of Agent’ boxes

•

Part VI - Put an ‘X’ in the ‘Importer’ check box, sign the form in box 2, and date it in box 3.

•

Part VII - Leave blank. This is for Customs’ use only.

Note: You may notice that at the bottom of part VI, it is stated that an ‘Authorised agent’ may complete the form. This is why it is
important that you complete the first form, the Power of Attorney. In completing the Power of Attorney, you empower the
destination agent to complete any parts you may have missed or filled in incorrectly, using information received from you by mail,
fax or telephone.

Treasury Department Supplemental Declaration
On this form, you give details of your passport number, Social security number (if applicable) and brief details of your
reason for moving to the United States.
•

Enter the correct information in each section. You may leave blank section 16 (Shipment itinerary) - the destination agent will
have the information to complete this section. Enter ‘N/A’ if due to your circumstances a particular section is not applicable to
you or your shipment.

•

Ensure that you sign the form.

You must now attach to these documents a passport photocopy, specifically the page with your picture and personal
details, and the page with your US Visa (if applicable). You must also complete and attach a packing list (for ownerpacked shipments), or a numbered inventory which the packers will complete if yours is a professionally-packed
household removal.

